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Warsaw 
 

 
 

                                                       Warsaw by night – Castle Square 

 
The capital of Poland arised at the turn of the XIII and XIV century. However, the first settlement 

signs of this region come from the IX century. It arised thanks to Poland´s weakness, caused by the 

regional breaking. Futhermore,  Lithuanians invasions on our country caused move of Bug trade 

routes to the more South and crossing itself with the local crossing over the Vistula by the Solec 

village. There is a document from 1413 confirming location laws and it shows, that Warsaw was an 

important city centre at that time. 

The first walls line appeared in the middle of the XIV century, what influenced the city development: 

bigger security causes more willingly flowing in population, as well as developing trade. In 1408 the 

mazowieckie prince bought Warsaw and in 1413 moved here the Duchy of Mazowiecki capital. 

In the XVI, when in political interests centre were northern and eastern areas, the king Zygmunt 

August was staying in Warsaw more often, making it his own residence. However, at that time 

Cracow was the one that was the capital of Poland. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

development: plenty of baronial residences were destroyed as well as many works of art and other 

 

 
 

 Royal Park  – Chopin monument 

Finally the Wawel fire in 1596 caused that Zygmunt III Waza decided 

to move the capital to Warsaw, what was maken step by step. 

Warsaw capital contributed to many spectacular events, for example 

on the 29th of October in 1611, when the winner from Kluszyn, 

hetman Stanisław Żółkiewski led with the streets of Warsaw 

captured tsar of Russia- Wasyl IV Szujski and forced him to humble 

himself on a Sejm session before the majesty of Zygmunt III Waza. 

For rules of this king Warsaw was developing dynamically and at that 

time it counted several thousands inhabitans. The first water 

supplies appeard, the streets were cobbled, what is more- one of the 

biggest engineering achievements was a bridge of 500 metres, 

crossing Vistula. However, the swedish invasion stopped Warsaw´s 

development:  plenty  of  baronial  residences  were  destroyed   as 
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goods were exported by invaders to Sweden. Only for rules of the king Jan III Sobieski the capital 

started to rise again. 

After the Poland´s disassemblies made by Germany, Austro-Wegry and Russia, Warsaw got up to the 

rule of Russia and quite naturally stopped performing formal lines of the state capital city, however 

for Poles it has always been a capital city, all the way to the independence regaining in November 

1918, when it again became a seat of authorities of the Republic of Poland and the country capital 

city. And this is how the Warsaw´s history went through the different ups and downs of life, all the 

way to the World War II. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the insurrection in the ghetto broke out. During the fights and the insurrection pacification Nazis 

killed several dozen thousand people, and after finished fights the area occupied by the Warsaw 

Ghetto was razed to the ground. Even wrecks of buildings weren't left behind. 

When in summer of 1944 Russian armies stood on the left bank of Vistula, in Warsaw on the 1st of 

August the Warsaw Uprising broke out. Fights lasted two months and insurgents finished 

capitulating. In retaliation for the liberation dash Germans leveled polish capital city. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

In the similar style the "gift of the USSR nations for the Polish nation"  was built: the Palace of the 

Culture and Science, until recently wearing name of J. Stalin. The symbolic ending of the city 

reconstruction from the war damage was the  Royal Castle reconstruction. It was  completed  in 1974  

 

On the 1st of September in 1939 with the 

German aviation air raid started Warsaw´s 

occupation, which last 5 years and Warsaw 

was included into General Province. 

The Warsaw Ghetto to which the over half 

million of Jews was resettled was singled out 

from the big part of the city. The living 

conditions there were terrible. To the half of 

the year 1942 it died or bent there above 100 

000 of Jews. In the summer of 1942 Germans 

started to liquidate the Ghetto exporting to 

Treblinka  to the death above 300 000 of 

Jewish population. On the 19th of April 1943  

 

 
 

 Ghetto  Heroes Monument 

 
 

Fountains by the Old Town- Vistula in the background 

It is estimated, that financial losses amounted to 45 

billion dollars and in the time of war 700 thousand 

people were died what is more than total war 

losses of people in the USA and Great Britain. After 

the war Warsaw was rebuilt, but only the old town, 

a few streets like Krakowskie Przedmiescie and the 

Drama Square were reconstructed with reference 

to prewar architecture. 

Generally in post-war years doctrine of the socialist 

realism was applicable in architecture. A 

Marszalkowska residential district and housing 

estates Muranow are example of this kind of style. 
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and the equipping interiors finishing lasted till 1988. 

Nowadays Warsaw is totally different than this one from the times before war. Most of districts 

totally changed  their  character.  Furthermore, before  the  war  Warsaw  was the  biggest  cluster  of  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

well in a varied buildings architecture, because all the nation rebuilt its capital. Thanks to that today’s 

Warsaw  is not only a varied, but also a colorful city. Everyone can find here something that can make 

interest as well as move. And when he once come to visit the capital, he will come back for sure. 

 

I invite to the gallery, that shows my city in a subjective way: 

 

 

back 

Jewish population, which lived mainly in 

the northern parts of the city: Muranów, 

Powązki, Leszno.  

Today Jewish cultural traces are only a 

small part in a comparison with what 

was before the war: synagogues, 

theatres, historical institutes, schools, 

creches. All of that was irrevocably 

destroyed and people murdered. After 

war not only saved  Varsovians came 

back to Warsaw, but also other people 

from different parts of the country. It 

made the city a compund of different 

cultures and customs.  It can  be seen as 

 
 

 Adam Mickiewicz monument 
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